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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a perspective overview of the analysis and modeling work done to
evaluate the threat from steam explosion loads in the High-Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
during flow blockage events. The overall workscope included modeling and analysis of
core melt initiation, melt propagation, bounding and best-estimate steam explosion
energetics, vessel failure from fracture, bolts failure from exceedance of elastic limits,
and finally, missile evolution and transport. Aluminum ignition was neglected.
Evaluations indicated that a thermally driven steam explosion with more than 65 MJ of
energy insertion in the core region over several miliseconds would be needed to cause a
sufficiently energetic missile with a capacity to cause early confinement failure. This
amounts to about 65% of the HFIR core mass melting and participating in a steam
explosion. Conservative melt propagation analyses have indicated that at most only 24%
of the HFIR core mass could melt during flow blockage events under full-power
conditions. Therefore, it is judged that the HFIR vessel and top head structure will be
able to withstand loads generated from thermally driven steam explosions initiated by any
credible flow blockage event. A substantial margin to safety was demonstrated.



The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) High-Flux
Isotope Reactor [ i] (HFIR) is a 85-MW research
reactor located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL). A schematic representation of the HFIR is
presented in Fig. 1. HFIR uses highly enriched U3O8-
Al fuel with aluminum cladding. Various important
design and operating parameters of the HFIR are (1)
flux trap cylindrical annulus geometry core 0.5 m in
height, (2) plate-type fuel geometry with plate and
coolant gap thicknesses of 1.27 mm each, (3) rated core
pressure drop and coolant velocities in the core of about
0.7 MPa and 15.2 m/s, (4) rated core power density of
about 1.8 MW/L, and (5) a 2.6-m-diameter pressure
vessel located at the bottom of a 4.3-m-deep reactor
pool. As can be expected, features such as a very high
power density make the HFIR panicuiarly susceptible
to loss of pressure and flow transients. A level-1
probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) study [2J conducted
for the HFIR has concluded that core damage frequency
from internal events is dominated by flow blockage
events. A large enough flow blockage may cause rapid
fuel melting under full-power conditions, which may
then lead to steam explosions. Therefore, a
comprehensive study was undertaken to evaluate the
threat to vessel and confinement integrity from steam
explosion loads during flow blockage events. Results
of this work have been included in the recently com-
pleted HFIR Safety Analysis Report (SAR).

The basic approach followed is explained in Fig.
2. The approach consisted of evaluating what fraction
of the HFIR core could realistically melt from the
occurrence of small or large core flow blockages.
Simultaneously, a comprehensive analytical framework
was developed to evaluate the energetics of a resulting

steam explosion coupled with an analysis of HFIR
vessel and top head bolt failure characteristics. A key
assumption for modeling and analysis of steam
explosion energetics involved neglecting chemical
energy sources from aluminum ignition in water. It is
then shown that for realistic upper-bound values of core
melting, the resulting steam explosion loads are
tolerable, in the sense that they do not compromise the
integrity of the reactor vessel or the top head bolts.
Thereafter, the margin to safety is evaluated by
analyzing for that core melt fraction participating in a
steam explosion that is energetic enough to cause vessel
and/or top head bolt failure and the generation of a
missile with the capacity of breaching the confinement.

SEQUENCE OF F.VENTS

The scenario under consideration involves a
flow-blockage-induced steam explosion phenomenon
and resulting consequences. Flow blockages in the
HFIR may arise from a number of foreign objects such
as badges, clear plastic wrappings, reactor system
components that may have broken loose, etc.

Herein, it is assumed that a core flow blockage
of varying sizes will cause flow blockage to one or
more coolant channels. The resulting flow starvation
causes a sharp reduction in the heat transfer and leads to
fuel plate melting. It is then important to evaluate
whether this fuel melting phenomenon on a localized
basis will propagate to neighboring channels and to
what extent. The extent of damage propagation
determines the amount of core material that can
participate in a steam explosion event Briefly, steam
explosions are physical phenomena that result from an
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extremely rapid thermal energy transfer between two
intimately mixed liquids at different temperatures. The
rapid energy transfer produces explosive vaporization
rates that generate pressures and shock waves
characteristic of an explosion. Various stages of steam
explosions are (1) fuel-coolant mixing, (2) triggering,
and (3) explosion propagation and expansion. During
fuel-coolant mixing, the molten fuel gets intermixed
with coolant to provide enough surface area to provide
a potential for high energy transfer rates. During the
triggering phase, the fuel and coolant are brought into
liquid-liquid contact whereby rapid heat transfer begins.
Triggers can be spontaneous or from external stimuli.
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Upon triggering, the explosion propagates throughout
the mixture, and causes high-pressure vapor formation,
which performs work against the surroundings. The
explosion propagation phase may be accompanied by
the generation of additional energy (arising from
aluminum-water chemical interactions). The work done
by the expanding high-pressure vapor may, in some
circumstances, be sufficient to compromise the integrity
of the immediate structural boundary and cause
energetic missiles to form. These missiles may then
penetrate confinement boundaries and allow
radionuclides to bypass the filter banks and freely enter
the environment

Due to the thin (1.27-mm-thick) HFIR fuel
plates of high thermal conductivity evenly intermixed
with the coolant, it is assumed that no additional
premixing is necessary for a steam explosion to occur in
the core region. Further, it is conservatively assumed
for this analysis that a suitable triggering source will be



available in the system (e.g., collapsing vapor bubbles)
to permit a steam explosion to occur and propagate.
That is, we assume that if fuel melting of a given
magnitude occurs, a steam explosion will occur and all
of the melted core wil\ participate in the fuel-coolant-
interaction (FCI) event. Based upon past experiences
Q] with uranium-aluminum fueled reactors undergoing
fuel melting accidents from flow blockages, aluminum
ignition simultaneous with steam explosions is assumed
to be a very unlikely event. The analysis presented in
this paper is conducted without consideration of this
additional energy source.

With this introduction, the sequence of events
following a core flow blockage of a given magnitude
consists of first evaluating whether a given size
blockage will lead to fuel melting. If melting is
predicted, several scenarios are postulated to see
whether the core melting would propagate and to what
extent under full-power conditions. Melt propagation
could occur due to static or dynamic loads. Three
scenarios were postulated and analyzed. The first sce-
nario postulates that fuel plate melting and ablation
would lead to an increase of the hydraulic diameter and
flow area in affected flow channels. Using the parallel
channel condition, this would lead to an increase in the
channel flow velocity. Beyond a certain critical
velocity, the fuel plates would buckle and collapse
leading to core melt propagation. The next scenario
considers the situation wherein a blocked flow channel
experiences flow starvation and, thereby, results in a
radial pressure gradient across the adjacent fuel plates.
A sufficiently large pressure gradient may cause a large
enough deflection from the static load to cause flow
starvation in adjacent channels and, therefore, cause
damage propagation to occur. The third scenario
concerns possible fuel plate failure from dynamic
pressure pulse loadings, which result from localized
steam explosions. For damage propagation to occur,
the pressure pulse from steam explosions should be in a
position to cause sufficient plate deformation or rupture
to cause melting of adjacent plates and, therefore, lead
to the possibility of propagating steam explosions. If
melt propagation is predicted, the extent of melt
propagation is determined via conservative modeling,
coupled with insights from past modeling conducted for
the previous HFIR accident analysis. [4] It is assumed
that fuel melting will cease once the reactor is
scrammed. The sequence of events following a
determination of the extent of fuel melting from flow
blockages consists of determining the energetics of
resulting stw.ui explosions, coupled with interactions of
loads with structural boundaries. High enough loads
may cause failure of the HFIR vessel and/or top head
bolts. If top head failure is predicted, a missile would
form with a given initial velocity that has to travel
through the large reactor pool before rising into the high
bay area and possibly penetrating the confinement roof.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
MATHEMATICAL MODELING

The specific aspects dealing with problem
formulation, mathematical modeling, and computer
code simulation for the various phases of steam explo-
sion analyses are too numerous to describe here
individually. Details are given in Ref. 5. Salient
aspects are summarized in this section.

The approach used in evaluating the amount of
core melt fraction and fuel temperature during flow
blockage events is to combine previous analyses [£]
with scoping studies that used hand calculations and
codes such as RELAP5, [£] MELCOR, [U 2DK0, [$}
FCIMOD. ORNL, [2] ,L1Q1 and ADINA.[UJ Models of
various levels of sophistication were set up to find out
what amount of coolant channel area would need to be
blocked before fuel plate melting initiates and,
thereafter, to propagate to other fuel plates. A simple
hand calculation was first conducted based upon the
postulate that a critical-size flow blockage would lead
to a so-called critical mass flow rate required to cause
complete vaporization of all liquid in the blocked
channels. Fig. 3 shows a more sophisticated RELAP5-
based model of the HFIR core set up to evaluate both
the critical blockage size to multiple flow channels.
The model represents ten different coolant flow
channels connected between two plena. Heat structures
representing fuel plates were represented. Power
profiles, nuclear feedback, hot spots, or streaks were not
represented. This RELAP5 model is also capable of
evaluating the effects of complete or partial flow
blockage effects at core entrance. It was further
extended via suitable modification to help evaluate
what fraction of core plate melting in the inner or outer
fuel elements would lead to core melt propagation. To
evaluate fluid-structure interaction induced fuel plate
failure for the three scenarios several ADINA code
models of the HFIR fuel plates were developed and
coupled with imposed thermal-hydraulic boundary
conditions. A formulation was also set up to evaluate
the critical flow velocity in enlarged flow channels
caused by ablation of fuel plates. For scenario 3 events
described earlier, a FCIMOD. ORNL model was set up
to evaluate pressure pulse transient behavior resulting
from localized fuel melting in the HFIR core. Single
and multiple fuel plate regions were simulated. This
model was coupled with ADINA models for sections of
the HFIR core to evaluate failure characteristics from
dynamic loads. A simple model was postulated to
evaluate the degree of melt propagation before arrest
via scram. The model postulates that a melted fuel
plate would collapse uniformly on its neighbor such
that the plates now start to heat up and meit snd then
collapse further in a domino fashion. The time limit
available for this domino effect to keep propagating is
set at 3 s, corresponding to the transit time for a fluid
panicle to reach regions where high radiation level
detection can take place, which then initiates a scram
signal. Previous conservative HFIR analyses conducted
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and reported in Ref. 4 for small and large flow
blockages are based upon reactivity considerations in
conjunction with the HFIR control system design. In
addition to the modeling for fuel melting in the core
region, 2DKO models were also set up to evaluate
degrees of fuel melt superheat possible if the core
material relocates to the surface of the upper shield
plug. The model was used to evaluate melting-freezing
aspects for a variety of parametric studies.

For evaluating steam explosion energetics, a
comprehensive approach was utilized. To evaluate
maximum possible (i.e., bounding) pressure pulse
magnitudes and thermal-to-mechanical energy
conversion ratios, thermodynamic models were set up.
These models were based upon theories of Hicks-
Menzies Q2] and Board-Hall [12] as implemented in
the VJWHM [Ml and UWHUGO [15] codes. Bounding
values of pressure rise were found to be intolerable
from the standpoint of qualifying the containment
potential of pressure boundaries. Hence, steam
explosion energetics modeling was also done using the
1-D mechanistic model introduced into the
FCIMOD.ORNL code, and the multi-material,
multidimensional shock wave physics code CTH. [lfi]
A typicai FCIMOD.ORNL model for 1-D energetics is
shown in Fig. 4, whereas the best-estimate 2-D HFIR
model developed with CTH is shown in Fig. S. Several
additional HFIR representations were also developed
for evaluation of effects such as the effect of the
reflector, grid size, shroud, and reflecting vs. absorbing
boundary conditions. Details are given in Ref. S.
FCIMOD.ORNL models breakup and disperse fuel melt
in a time-dependent fashion, along with heat transfer
effect? during steam explosions to provide pressure-
time "Tid thcrmal-to-mechanical energy conversion
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histories in the explosion zone. The model was used to
perform parametric studies and to provide rate
dependencies for explosive thermal energy insertion
rate in the core region for CTH calculations. In Fig. 5,
all of the major components in the HFIR vessel have
been represented (including the core region, reflector,
shroud, vessel head and walls), as have the ability to
allow for energy dissipation into the large HFIR pool
and phase-change effects. Three-dimensional effects
were considered impractical to model using CTH.

A detailed modeling effort was undertaken to
evaluate vessel failure, [SJ.tiZJboth from a conservative
deterministic sense and from a probabilistic standpoint
Both modeling approaches used the principles of
fracture mechanics. An ADINA code model of the
HFIR vessel was developed to evaluate critical stresses
for failure. Dynamic pressure pulses of a given
magnitude and duration are used in conjunction with
conservative American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) guidelines for specification of
cracks and membrane response to evaluate a so-called
fracture toughness and geometric factor. From this is
evaluated an allowable hoop stress above which failure
is predicted. A second modeling approach was
developed to calculate fracture probability of the vessel
utilizing Cheverton's data base [IS] in conjunction with
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explosion events arising from core flow blockages in
HFIR. Due to the large volume of information
generated, only highlights of the analysis results are
provided in this section. For more information Ref. 5
should be consulted.
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dynamic stresses predicted from the ADINA HFIR
pressure vessel model.

For evaluating top head bolt failure, the HFIR
top head was represented as an equivalent circular disk
with the assumption that the 44 bolts securing the head
to the vessel uniformly absorb steam explosion loads.
Thereafter, for a given dynamic pressure imposed on
the lower surface of the disk, the effective stresses in
the bolts are calculated. A failure criterion was
developed and postulated that bolt failure would occur
if the effective stress in the bolts exceeds the material
yield stress for more than 0.6 ms (a time span taken
from analysis of failure curves developed for the HFIR
vessel as described later).

The model formulation for top head missile
transport through the HFIR pool consisted of setting up
and solving a pair of differential equations describing
the motion of a disk through water. The model takes
into account viscous drag, inertia, gravitational
deceleration, and virtual mass forces (to model fluid
displacement ahead of moving disk). Modeling of
plume formation was not considered important for the
HFIR SAR evaluations.

CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The modeling framework described earlier was
used to conduct a comprehensive analysis of steam

Analysis of Fiow-Biockagc-Induced Fuel Melting and
Propagation

The RELAP5 model of Fig. 2 coupled with hand
calculations were first used to analyze whether melting
would occur when a single flow channel gets
completely blocked. It was found that a complete
single channel flow blockage will not lead to fuel
melting. Sufficient heat transfer capability exists in the
unblocked side of the fuel plate to convect the fission
heat generated. However, as may be expected,
complete flow blockage of two adjacent flow channels
to a fuel plate does lead to fuel melting. The simple
model for evaluating the critical blocked area
corresponding to a critical mass flow rate predicted that
about 74% of multiple blocked flow channels would be
necessary for causing fuel melting in the blocked
channels. Again, for multiple blocked flow channels,
the more sophisticated RELAP5 model of Fig. 3
revealed that blockage of several flow channels above
92% of the collective flow area would be necessary for
causing the onset of fuel plate melting. Fig. 6 presents
variation of core exit void fraction and fuel plate
temperature for the 92% flow blockage case. Exit void
fraction rises sharply to about 60% at the onset of flow
instability before reaching critical heat flux (CHF)
conditions. Upon CHF occurrence, fuel plate
temperature rises rapidly (almost adiabatically) to the
aluminum melting temperature of 660°C, after which it
is artificially held constant. It is recognized that
RELAP5 modeling does not capture multidimensional
phenomena such as effects of stagnation zones
downstream of obstacles, material swelling, etc. Such
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effects are the subject of future studies. Nevertheless,
these conservatively scoped 1-D calculations do
indicate that a substantial portion of the inlet to several
flow channels would need to be blocked before fuel
melting can ensue. Valuable information regarding
initial thermal-hydraulic conditions at the onset of
steam explosions was also derived.

The modified RELAP5 model was next utilized
to analyze damage propagation characteristics for inner
and outer element fuel plates. The analysis revealed
that up to 9 or 7 plates in the inner or outer fuel element
regions could melt without causing the neighboring fuel
plates to heat up to melting conditions.

Separate calculations conducted with the
ADINA code models for fuel plates revealed that fuel
plate ablation would not lead to coolant velocities large
enough to cause buckling instabilities (viz., from
scenario 1). The same models also revealed that
excessive fuel plate deflections would not result from
radially imposed static loads (viz., from scenario 2).
Hence, damage propagation from these postulated
scenarios is highly unlikely during flow blockage
events. The ADINA models for inner and outer HFIR
fuel plates under a variety of conditions were used to
evaluate dynamic failure envelopes of fuel plates
subjected to dynamic steam explosion loads. Briefly,
ADINA model results indicated that HFIR core fuel
plates would fail if subjected to triangular-shaped steam
explosion pressure pulses of magnitude greater than
0.18 MPa in the millisecond duration range. These
results were combined with FCIMOD.ORNL results of
pressure pulse histories generated for one and two fuel
plate melting conditions as shown for selected cases in
Fig. 7. Insights gained from RELAP5 results regarding
initial thermal-hydraulic conditions were used in
FCIMOD.ORNL steam explosion evaluations. It was
determined that localized steam explosion loads would
likely result in failure of adjacent fuel plates, thereby
representing a potential mechanism for core-melt
propagation.

The postulated conservative model was next
used for determining the extent of damage propagation
over three seconds from a domino effect caused by
melted plates successively collapsing on neighboring
fuel plates. This analysis revealed that a maximum of
about 77 plates, or 14% of the core fuel, could melt
under full-power conditions before the process is halted
via actuation of the scram function. This value is
actually lower than the bounding model (of
Ref. 4) evaluation of 24% of core mass melting from
large flow blockages. Because a mechanistic capability
for core melt progression has not yet been developed, it
was conservatively assumed that up to 24% of the HFIR
core material may melt from flow blockage scenario
and participate in a steam explosion event.

Debris heatup over the top shield plug was
analyzed using the 2DKO and MELCOR models.
These heat transfer calculations indicated that a
potential exists for melt superheat to occur if the core
debris melts and relocates on to the lower shield plug
region. This potential is a function of several
parameters, namely debris power density upon release
of fission products, aluminum ignition, amount of
debris discharged, etc. Due to resource constraints, it
was not possible to specifically analyze this
configuration further to evaluate steam explosion
energetics coupled with pressure boundary failure and
missile generation. However, using engineering
judgment, it appears that the resulting pressurization
loads and the generation of a confinement-damaging
energetic missile may be lesser under these conditions
than under steam explosion conditions in the core
region (which have been analyzed extensively).

Vessel and Bolts Failure Analysis

The analysis tasks done for evaluating vessel
and bolts failure are described separately.

Vessel Failure Characteristics. Elastic-dynamic
ADINA calculations were performed to obtain hoop
stress magnitudes at the three locations shown in Fig. 5.
It was found that the effective stress values for the
points "a" and "b" are essentially similar. However, for
point "d" the effective stresses in the material were seen
to be significantly higher. This is to be expected,
because point "d" is at a location where significant
stress concentrations can occur. Point "d" values are
not considered here because, in reality, the top head is
bolted to the vessel. Therefore, for evaluating vessel
failure the failure envelopes at the vessel midplane will
be taken as being representative. So-called failure
envelopes generated for the HFIR vessel wall are
shown in Fig. 8. These are essentially plots of peak-
induced stresses in the vessel wall when it is subjected
to an external pressure pulse (y-axis) of a given
magnitude (x-axis). As seen in Fig. 8, the failure curves
tend to flatten out for pulse durations larger than about
0.6 ms to 0.8 ms. For analysis purposes, this implies
that to determine whether a steam explosion will cause
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vessel failure, one need only determine whether the
pressure pulse of a given duration lasts for more than
0.6 ms to 0.8 ms. Therefore, the precise value of pulse
duration is not as important.

Thereafter, a conservative deterministic estimate
was made to evaluate vessel failure loads based upon
ASME guidelines as mentioned earlier. This resulted in
a failure hoop stress of about 245 MPa (35 ksi). If we
now look at Fig. 7, and combine it with the knowledge
of the allowable vessel effective/ hoop stress of 245
MPa (35 ksi) lasting for more than about 0.6 ms, the
largest pressure pulse that can be tolerated is no more
than 10 MPa (1.5 ksi). This approach gives rise to very
conservative estimates for vessel failure loads, because
it utilizes a set of highly conservative ASME
guidelines. Therefore, efforts were put in place to
analyze HFIR vessel integrity from a best-estimate
probabilistic view. Results from this study indicated
that the probability of fracture is to the order of 1 0 5

after 10 effective full-power years (EFPYs) of
embrittlement since 1986 for the material stress level of
161 MPa (23 ksi). The probability increases to the
order of 10~2 as the material stress increases to 518 MPa
(74 ksi).

Based upon the probabilistic approach results, it
was concluded that the 10-MPa failure pressure
[corresponding to a hoop stress of 245 MPa (i.e., 35
ksi)] has a low fracture probability of 10"4. However,
for higher values of hoop stresses, namely > 500 MPa
(or > 70 ksi), the corresponding failure pressure rises
to about 21 MPa with a higher fracture probability
(approaching 10~z).

Top Head Bolt Failure Analysis Based upon the
model for top head failure described previously, an
analysis was conducted to evaluate what load level
would be sufficient to cause the bolts (holding the top
head to the vessel) to fail.

An important feature of the analysis for bolts
failure is related to the time duration of the pressure
pulse. As is well known, permissible material stress
levels can increase quite sharply if the duration of the
imposed pressure pulse gets smaller and smaller. Such
an evaluation would require a dynamic structural
analysis. Advantage was taken of the results of vessel
failure analysis shown as failure curves for the HFIR
pressure vessel (viz.. Fig. 8) to provide guidance on the
time duration of pulses necessary, after which the
failure curve tends to flatten out. The ratio of average
stress in the bolts to imposed hydraulic pressure (at the
bottom surface of the top head) was calculated to be
about 24. Original HFIR drawings give the yield
strength of steel bolts to be about 840 MPa. Therefore,
to exceed the yield stress in the bolts the imposed
hydraulic pressure required to break the bolts needs to
be in excess of 26 MPa.

To judge whether the bolts would fail before the
vessel, it would be necessary to conduct a probabilistic
fracture mechanics study for the bolts region as was
done for the vessel. However, in the absence of such a
study we may draw the conclusion that if the pressure
level adjacent to the top head lower surface exceeds the
level of about 26 MPa for more than about 0.6 to 0.8
ms, the bolts would fail. For any extent of time that the
imposed pressure exceeds this range, the effect would
tend to be one where momentum transfer occurs to
accelerate the top head. In reality, it should be rec-
ognized that upon bolts failure and top head rise,
pressure relief may also occur to the large reactor pool.
This effect would then tend to lessen the degree of
momentum transferred to the top head. A detailed
study of such a pressure relief was not possible for the
work done for the HFIR SAR. Hence, from the stand-
point of conservatism, the effect of pressure relief is not
accounted for in evaluating missile energetics.

Analysis of Steam Explosion Energetics in HFTR

Steam explosion energetics calculations for
several cases were conducted first with thermodynamic
models to obtain upper-bound pressurization and
thermal-to-mechanical energy conversion values. This
preliminary analysis indicated that, depending on the
thermal-hydraulic conditions, resulting pressurization
levels could range from 60 MPa to several hundred
mega-pascals, with the conversion ratio varying from a
low value to about 45%. This bounding analysis
proved useful in indicating trends of important
parametric variations and providing guidance for setting
upper-bound limits for judging the validity of
multidimensional model predictions. It is important to
indicate that these values were not used to evaluate
HFIR safety characteristics from steam explosion
events. Significant reductions in pressurization and
conversion ratio predictions were observed for the same
conditions when using the FCIMOD.ORNL and CTH
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models. Typical FCIMOD.ORNL pressure and
mechanical energy conversion source term results for
HFIR conditions are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 indicates
that most of the thermal energy transfer causing
pressure buildup is over in the first millisecond or two
Results of FCIMOD.ORNL calculations were utilized
to generate energy source term rate values for
multidimensional CTH calculations conducted with the
best estimate model of Fig. S. The model was exer-
cised with energy deposition levels of 7, 30, 51, and 65
MI, representing core melt fractions of approximately
0.7, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.65, respectively. The cases with 7
and 31 Ml of thermal energy inserted in the explosion
zone did not result in sustained pressure levels in excess
of failure levels for the vessel or top head bolts. The
case with 31 MJ of energy deposition does give
pressure pulses in the centerline region right under the
top head greater than 26 MPa. However, these are peak
pulse magnitudes and do not last for more than about
0.1 ms to 0.3 ms; therefore, the impulse transferred to
the top head bolts is smaller than that required for
failure to occur. In addition, the pulse magnitude
decreases significantly from the center-line to the vessel
wall interface region, with the result that vessel failures
pressure level (of 21 MPa lasting for more than 0.6 tns)
is not reached. These attributes are clearly seen in the
results displayed in Fig. 10 for the 31- and 51-MJ cases
relates to the fact that the mechanical integrity of the
aluminum shroud tube is not affected. This accounts to
a large measure for the significant variation in pressure
pulse magnitudes from the top head centerline to the
vessel wall-top head interface. For these instances, the
shroud acts as a sort of channel directing pressure
waves upward and thus limits the degree of dissipation
in the radial direction. It also serves to act as a kind of
organ pipe giving rise to significant ringing effects as
seen in the high-frequency pressure waves being built
up as the transient progresses and reflected waves tend
to overlap. For the 7- and 31-MJ cases, significant
reduction in pressure pulse levels occurs in the radial
direction as a result of this organ-pipe effect.

The two additional cases with 51- and 65-MI
energy insertion did cause the aluminum shroud to
rupture from the FCI energetics. The rupture of the
shroud allows for increased dissipation of explosion
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energy in the radial direction and also leads to
significant reduction or even elimination of the buildup
of the organ-pipe effect Pressure pulse histories for the
51-MJ case (directly beneath the top head in line with
the vessel centerline and also in the explosion zone) are
shown in Fig. 10. It was found that the pressure pulse
magnitudes underneath the top head display much less
variation in the radial direction than that seen for the
earlier cases where the shroud had not ruptured. For the
51- and 65-MJ cases, the average pressure below the
top head and in the vicinity of the reactor vessel is
larger than the required 21-MPa pressure (lasting more
than 0.6 ms) required for vessel rupture from fracture,
or even the 26 MPa required for failure of bolts and,
thereafter, for generation of an energetic missile. These
results would indicate that the energy level required for
causing imminent vessel failure would amount to a
value between 31 and 51 MJ. Engineering judgment
indicates that this value is likely around the 40-MJ
energy level, conservatively corresponding to a core
melt fraction of about 40%, assuming no aluminum-
water chemical interactions. For the 51-MJ case, the
average pressure over the top head lower surface
amounts to about 30 MPa lasting about 3 ms, whereas
the corresponding values for the 65-MJ case are in the
vicinity of about 35 MPa, also lasting for around 3 m -
Further details are given in Ref. 5. Another important
result worth noting is the sharp reduction in pressure
levels from the explosion zone to the top head and
vessel wall boundaries. CTH results indicate that
pressures in the explosion zone can be higher by a
factor of 5 or larger than pressures at the system
boundary (for the HFIR case). This clearly attests to
the importance of including multidimensional effects.

For the cases where vessel or bolts failure may
occur, it is necessary to evaluate what, if any, the initial
velocity of a missile might be. If we estimate that an
average pressure (Pav) acts on the top head for a given



rime (t) after the top head has broken loose, the initial
upward velocity of the top head is estimated from a
momentum balance formulation. In this formulation it
is conservatively assumed that no pressure relief occurs
to the reactor pool when the bolts fail, and the top head
lifts off as a missile. The analysis for the 51- and 65-
MJ cases revealed that Pav values of about 30 and 37
MPa are experienced over the top head lower surface,
for t values of approximately 2.4 to 3 ms, respectively.
This gives rise to initial velocity of about 25 to 37 rn/s
for the 51-MJ case, and an initial velocity of about 30 to
37 m/s for the 65-MJ case. These estimated velocities
were used to evaluate missile energetics and transport
through the reactor pool and high bay air space.

Missile Evolution and Transport Analysis

An analysis was conducted to evaluate top head
missile energetics for situations where a steam
explosion of sufficient intensity causes the bolts to
break and accelerate the (approximately 14,000-kg
mass) top head with a prescribed initial velocity. The
model formulation of this phenomenon described in
Ref. 5 was utilized for evaluating top head transport
characteristics through the 4.3-m-deep (14-ft) reactor
pool filled with water. Results were obtained for a
conservative and best-estimate value for the drag
coefficient, Cd. For Cd = 1.0 (i.e. conservative value),
and for initial velocities of 20 m/s and 35 m/s. the rise
height above the pool surface amounts to 3.5 m and
14.6 m, respectively. On the other hand, with Cd = 1.2
(i.e., best-estimate value) the corresponding rise heights
are calculated to be 1.6 m and 8.2 m, respectively.

It was mentioned previously that the initial
velocity for a case where about 65-MJ energy level is
inserted in the core region, the top head initial velocity
would be in the vicinity of 30 m/s to
37 cn/s. As seen from the above calculations, such an
initial velocity may be considered to be a threshold
velocity for causing the top head to almost reach the
confinement roof7 which is about 14 m (48 ft) above the
pool surface lcvel(Rcf. 4), if the drag coefficient were
1.0.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Based upon the results presented here, and using
engineering judgment to conservatively account for
uncertainties, we thus conclude that to threaten the
HFIR confinement and cause bypass of filter banks,
about 65-MJ thermal energy would need to be inserted
into the reactor core region on an explosive time scale.
This conservatively amounts to about 65% core melt
participation in a steam explosion event As mentioned
previously, the underlying assumption is that aluminum
temperatures will not rise to high enough levels to cause
ignition to occur.

Based upon the front-end work done to evaluate
the level of core melting from flow blockage events, it
is considered highly unlikely that 65% or more of the
HFIR core can melt and materially participate in a
steam explosion event. From the analysis results
presented here, it has been shown that the maximum
possible core melt fraction would range from about
14% to about 24%. These levels of core melting are not
even high enough to cause vessel or top head bolts
failure, which, as demonstrated earlier, requires about
40% of core melt participation in a steam explosion
event. A key assumption made in the HFIR FCI anal-
ysis during flow-blockage events is that aluminum
ignition will not occur. This assumption gains some
credibility from past experiences with uranium-alu-
minum fueled reactors undergoing fuel melting
accidents from flow blockages, where aluminum
ignition did not occur. This aspect is currently under
research for many DOE reactors and also for the HFIR.
It is expected that these studies, coupled with the
unique nature of molten HFIR fuel will demonstrate the
unlikely nature of chemical reactions occurring on an
explosive time scale in HFIR (during flow-blockage
events).

Based on the available evidence, it is judged that
the HFIR pressure vessel and top head structure will be
able to withstand loads generated from thermally driven
(i.e., no ignition) steam explosions initiated by any
credible flow blockage.
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